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Abstract. Significant minorities of extremely metal-poor (EMP) halo stars exhibit dramatic
excesses of neutron capture elements. The standard scenario for their origin is mass transfer and
dilution in binary systems, but requires them to be binaries. If not, these excesses must have
been implanted in them from birth by processes that are not included in current models of SN
II chemical enrichment. The binary population of such EMP subgroups is a test of this scenario.
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1. Why might peculiar halo stars be interesting?
The bulk of extremely metal-poor (EMP) halo stars ([Fe/H] < −2.5) exhibit extremely

well-defined abundance ratios between all elements up to Fe – see Frebel & Norris (2015).
This is commonly taken to indicate that the early halo was enriched by a single class
of sources and was promptly and well mixed, simplifying models of galaxy evolution.
Yet, subgroups of EMP stars exist with dramatic excesses of neutron capture elements
produced by the r and/or s processes and – even more importantly! – of carbon.

A solution, which was supported by literature data and has since been taken for
granted, is that the excess elements were synthesized in an initially more massive bi-
nary companion, which has transferred the processed material to the surviving star by
Roche-lobe overflow and/or a stellar wind. But are these stars all binaries? If not, the
early halo was more complex – and more interesting! – than current models assume.

2. What we did
Our observing programme was simple in design: Systematic (∼monthly), precise radial

velocity monitoring with the stable, bench mounted, fibre-fed échelle spectrograph FIES
at the 2.5m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT). Spectra of high resolution (R ∼ 45, 000)
and low S/N ratio enable us to determine radial velocities with errors of ∼100 m s−1

over eight years and confidently discriminate between single stars and binaries.

3. What we found, and why it matters
Our results were simple, but surprising: The frequency (∼17±5%) and orbital prop-

erties of binaries enriched in r-process elements or in carbon but, unlike CEMP-s stars,
not in s-process elements (CEMP-no stars) are completely normal (Fig. 1). In contrast,
CEMP-s stars are ∼80% binaries; ∼20% remain single – see Hansen et al. (2015abc).
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Figure 1. Period−eccentricity diagram for the binary systems observed in this project. Bold
black crosses: Our three r-process enhanced binaries; red and blue crosses: CEMP-s binaries with
and without(CEMP-no) s-process element enhancements, respectively (systems with P > 3, 000
days are shown as right-pointing triangles since their true periods may be even longer). Black
dots and small crosses: Comparison samples of giant binaries in Population I clusters: Mermilliod
et al. (2007), Mathieu et al. (1990) and in Population II: Carney et al. (2003).

So the binary mass-transfer scenario can account for one class of peculiar halo stars,
but by far not for all: the excess elements in the single stars must have been produced else-
where and transported across interstellar distances in the ISM to pollute some, but not
all of the natal clouds of long-lived EMP stars. For details, see Hansen et al. (2015abc).
Yet another complexity in the life of galaxy modellers!
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